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David Sanders, A Divided Poet: Robert F rost, North of Boston, and the Drama of 
Disappearance. Rochester: Camden House, 2011. 162 pages. 
 

advertisement in the Boston Globe. North of Boston were properties for sale, moribund 
farms marketed to rich urbanites who though agents of modernization themselves

y 
reflects what the well-

that is, independent farmers increasingly on the defensive and yielding 
to expanding mass-production and mass-marketing industries, agricultural and others. 

Derry, New Hampshire at the turn of the 
century e-
pendent farming and the correlated rise of industries, shoe manufacturing in particular. 
He also points to the rise of huge agricultural businesses, such as the Hood Farm, with 
extensive distribution networks and large urban customer bases. Significantly, Boston 
entrepreneurs with considerable managerial skills developed these enterprises from 
retail businesses rather than from farms (9 13). The marginalized world of independ-
ent farmers was the realm where the poet found himself and from which he knew he 
had to escape.  

Now, we all remember that Frost sold the Derry farm when he could freely dispose of 
it and in 1912 went to England to make a name for himself on the wider literary scene. 
The two years from 1913 to 1914 brought two volumes of poetry, the second of which in 
particular, North of Boston, made him famous across the English-speaking world. This 
much is common knowledge, but we hardly ever give thought to what David Sanders 
chose for his subject the emotional toll this move took on the poet. As Sanders shows, 

moral signifi-
cance of his act he wrote an aesthetically innovative book of portraits of his New 
Hampshire friends and neighbors with the purpose of advancing in the world without 
them, leaving them to their misery. Having used them as his poetic material, he aban-
doned them to their losing fight against growing marginalization and impoverishment. 
For years he was pained by the choice he made then, between, on the one hand, his loy-
alty to his little world which he thought was his inheritance and which for a time had 
nourished him and, on the other, his economic and literary success. Though North of 
Boston can be read as a generous tribute to the passing way of life in New England, an 
eloquent and sorrowful elegy to people who were crushed by the Gilded Age, Frost felt a 
continuous discomfort at this appropriation. His guilt at the betrayal of his people repeat-
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edly resurfaces in this and subsequent volumes, and to some extent is the driving force of 
much of his poetic work.  

To return to the title North of Boston one last time, it also shows the poet internally 
-known review of the volume, Ezra Pound wrote that Frost was 

o
Der
is far more engaged and engaging: he shows that in fact Frost was, ambiguously, both  
of the north-of-Boston people, insisting that the world pay greater attention to them, 
and already detached from them, looking at them as would Boston investors at any 
anachronism. 

Sanders traces the subtlest indications of this uneasiness in a dozen rich examples of 
itation or 

betrayal,  
little-known play The Guardeen: professor Tom Titcombe delegates his student (and 
then follows him) to a village where Titcombe grew up for the purpose of gathering data 
fo
manner that Frost half-

 this 
innocent young dustyrhodes [sic] scholar [the student] to help you rake up stories about 

 

defection from his milieu inscribes itself into the natural competition and universal 
scramble for survival (34). Indeed, after the publication of North of Boston, in a letter to 

arini 
157). It is hard to determine what precisely Frost meant by that: did he fear that his 
memory of his Derry friends whom he had betrayed would as Sanders shows it did

think that his New Hampshire folk might now be fully justified to go after him and kill 
him for his betrayal? Most likely with the new-
ly achieved literary prominence, Frost was, in the first place, greatly relieved that his 

s sur

 new 
, with the couplet:  

 
But it was no reason I had to go because they had to go.  
Now up my knee to keep on top of another year of snow.  
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description of!treading on his Derry neighbors as 
if they were stepping stones, his act of disloyalty seems as unavoidable and natural as the 
change of seasons. In any case, the poet never shrank from the realization that he would 
be treated likewise trampled underfoot by subsequent generations. 

proves very use-
ful for generating new readings of poems that have come to seem blandly familiar. He 
of  parallel 
portraits, of Doctor Magoon and Lafe, warning Frost that in pursuit of a big-time career 

50). It is 
(many of us will 

the ordinary folk he used to play 
- ocal intelligence 

aradigm effectively opens up other poems as 
p -alecky cynicism and turn their noses 

up at such a reductive mode, the author shrewdly finds torturous evasions and impervi-
ous self-assertions noisily seeking to muffle his pangs of conscience. 

A Divided Poet is written with a remarkable clarity and elegance. One is genuinely 
charmed by broad swaths of lucid and eloquent prose, carefully laying out its case. 
Sanders patiently uncovers, one by one, the sedimentary layers of meaning and senti-
ment. The argument slowly but irresistibly gathers force and gains in persuasion.  

ne of a mere remark or 
aside
about his examples and never tires us with too many of them. However, every time he 
close-reads we have a rare pleasure of true insight. Well-known lines and passages dis-
close, striking

 
x-

tensively, we may be well positioned to move on to a related subject that, I think, still 
is as Sanders has argued

rooted in his betrayal of 1914 and it has left an indelible mark on North of Boston, the 
interest seems to have outgrown its beginnings. Not only haunted by the memory of his 
defection, Frost went on to study, carefully, such milestones of loyalty theory as William 

i

politics, morality, and even his poetics.  


